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About This Game

Zombie_Kill (Kill me if u can)

Kill incoming zombies from all sides and survive till the end.
Kill Me If U Cann offers real-life shooting experience and great immersion.

There are 3 Modes consisting of 3 difficulties to provide players the best experience of each individual's skills.

Features
* 3 difficulties for each modes (Easy, Normal, Ladder) *

1. Pistol Mode - Best for people who has never played FPS games before
Your character has fast firing speed and high HP.

2. Rifle Mode - For those who have tried VR FPS games before.

3. Revolver Mode - For the hard-core players!
Survive till the end with limited ammo inside a dark warehouse.

In each mode, the Ladder mode lets you compete with other players worldwide.
Compare how many zombies you killed with people all over the world.
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Title: Zombie Kill
Genre: Action
Developer:
GPM
Publisher:
GPM
Release Date: 14 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i5-3470

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 1060
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at last we have a game that uses the power of th 1080ti . nice graphics good game play . fast scary zombies running at you from
all over the place . prety scary. overall 8\/10. Zombie Kill is a gorgeous game. The graphics are sweet and nice but that doesn't
mount to anthing when the game is boring as hell and the gun sounds are all the same.

The gun sounds- every gun, the assault rifle, the M9 and the .44 Magnum are all the same sound. There is no difference between
them and that is lazy as hell.

The Modes- there are three modes to the game. Easy modes basically is where you have to kill 100 zombies, normal is 200 and
hard is 300 ranked. 300 Ranked is to see how far you can get before diying but it won't matter becaise you have unlimited
ammo.

Forced Dual Wielding- why are players forced to duel wield the weapons? That's aming players over powered as hell and also
allowing auto-reload.

Relaoding Machanic- the reload is just pushing the top button and the guns relaod automatically...why give zombie players a
challenge. Make them reload the guns manually.

Zombies- the zombies are jump scary worthy if your not paying attention but their A.I. is so predictable that players don't even
have to aim down sights.

Maps- there are two maps but the second map is the same map but with out the building, so basically your outside...that is super
lazy. There was no point to the second map at all if it's just a reskin of the first one.

I am sorry but this game got boring to quickly and is to easy even on the hardest difficulty. The game is basically good on
graphics but everything else it falses hardcore. Zombie Kill gets a 2\/10. It would have gotten a 1\/10 but the inter mission jump
scare kept it from being 1. I can't recommend this game.

That's the pony review. the game looks good and was very fun for me ....... untill the spider faces showed up im glad i use the
safty straps
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